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INTHODUCTION AND EXPLANATION OF TEHMs 

The Missa Papae Marcelli (ca. 1555) of Palestrina is reputed 1 to be one of the 
.;j:,Jeenth-century master's most excellent compositions. It has been chosen, 
for this reason, as a subject for analysis. The purpose of this study is to 
xamine the harmonic tendl"1cies of the Jlarcellus Mass in the light of modern 

theory-i.e. to expose, if possible, the composer's concept of "tonality" in 
terms of to-day's musical thought. 

All analysis is confined to the Gloria In Excclsis Deo and the Credo In Unum 
Deum, since these two portions form the bulk of the work and yield more than 
adequate examples of the harmonic style which is typical of the whole com
position. The entire Mass occupies 566 measures, of which the Gloria and 
Credo account for u5 and 175 bars respectively, and together total 290 mea
sures. Detailed examination shows that examples of all the harmonic devices 
(0 be discussed may be found in these two sections of the composition. 

For clarity of presentation, it is necessary that we examine rather closely 
he technical terms which will be used in subsequent analysis. 

The expression "tonality" will at all times be indicative of the following 
~oncept. 

(a) Assume a scale of seven tones 

u " " 

(b) Derive all possible chordal structures which may be expressed in inter
vals of 3rds 

e e 

[open form] 

e IIi e IIe II 

3 part tructures deriv d from open form 

IIn 
(c)	 Assume the structure which was erected upon the first scale degree to 

b the tonal centre (tonic) and tb t all other structures will be sub
-idiaTy tu this centre. 

I Slyl< r.f l1{r~11 ilia (wd Ihe J)lsscma,. r (Lolldon, 19~G) p. 40. 
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,.. Assume that the most Imp" tallt Suhsldlary chords are those mO~1 . 

, . - J@(" 

nearly identical in structurr Ln till' tonic and which, at the same tiTrl(" 
include a maximum number of scn..le Lonrs. 

~. 10 : 'f'elll~:\ (;=! slep interval] 

Other chords with structure idcnt ical to tonic 

Together with the tonic, these chorJ:-; yif'1.l evC'ry note in the scale 

This technique gives primary subsidi,lfy chords for cadentiaJ activity in tb 
following modes (Lydian and Locriall ;Ir(' !lot lIsed in the Marcellus Mass) 

~ Ionian	 Mixol' ~jnn t Dorian:§= ~3E""U::=§.llif§: . ~ 8 i {IIV	 VII IJ IV V I	 V . 
I II V I 

~ Aeolian ~Y8'ianII	 § S=tt= §	 H §=
I	 IV V •	 I IV VII I 

(e)	 Assume that "substitute" chorrls may be obtained from pnmary 
structures by inversion uf ill r/'rvallie n lationships. 

41iii '1--- Inverted becomee ii 
. S :4r--

~	 -~,"-

~r-~4~~)--~--~ 110: '" 0: 
Of course, these inversions may III rrlnled to allY tone in the primary chord. 

but those positions yielding tOIll'<; nol in the scale of the parent chord are eli
minated. 

~ §-'I)'ff~ ~ '~;
 
JR"P for 0 Ionian 

(:J 1LJ!) II 00== 
Tonic and "ub.litul_ S"b,id'lHy chord. and their .ubstltute. 

Tonality, in the traditional sense,2 may now be defined as that type of har
monic motion which best outlines and accentuates the function of tire tonic chord. 
Such motion is primarily expressed through subsidiary tonal levels of closely 
related structures and their substitutes, as shown above. 

Harmonic movement which confines itself entirely to the stated diatonic 
scale, both in root motion and in the structure of chords built upon these roots, 
will be c:, lled Type I harmony. 

If chord roots come from the diatonic scale, but with upper structures 
altered through use of non-scale tones, this will be termed Type II harmony.3 

Type I (C Ionian) 

~ :,,:,,: .. :,,= .. : 
Type II (upper structures not limited to the mode from which the bass is 

derived 

~: ': !: ': ~ ': 
Movement-i.e. activity-within a stated tonality will be classified by 

means of "cycles". The common term "cycle of the 5th" will be known as C5 
(cycle 5). This refers to the downward motion of a fifth, perfect or diminished, 
between two chord roots: 

[or] 

,	 II. -- 'F; 
5-'0 S *#u 

Since motion between chord roots is b}< no means limited to the interval 
of a fifth, a general classification of a.ll cycle movement may be summarized 
as follows:4 

C3	 :: downwa'rd motion of a 3rd (maj. or ~in.)
"Positive" 

C5	 - " " " 5th (per. or dIm.)
cycles { C7	 = " " " 7th (maj. or min.) 

\. 
"N t' "{C-3 = ttpward motion of a 3rd 

ega lve 
C-5 = " " ,,5th yc es C	 I . 

7thC~	 = " " " 

2 The term "traditional", as applied to tonality, refers to the type of harmonic thought 
expressed by textbooks in general use to-day-i.e. such standard works as those by piston, Wedge. 
Kitson, Hindemith, Mitchell, Rimslcy-Korsakov, etc. 

2 Schillin/icr System of Musical Composition (:\.Y., 1045). Vol. I, p. 393· 
• Schillinger System of MI4S. Compo (N.Y., 1945), Vol. I, p. 361-387. 
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An illustration of each type of eye! lllowmcn t is as follows: 

08 [or] ilL C-8 (or]
 
to1: _. :;;;;rr~
 ~I;>-.Ga" \,I .......1&1.. n-
 s"M_oct. 

adjustment
 
05 (or]
 0-6 :})" (or]

51: ~ V ,t>. u_ ....@e~~'":""""'::3n{ -- -~----
-utJU 

07 (or] c-' (b)n (or] 
ilZ .. ~)_ i)~::::o>'" 11 \ 
-, 'L< .. ~ --~..-T\."I-- Z II II=-.,.. ...\PJ0 

.... ~I1)U" 

Note that octave adjustment of the roots does not affect the basic cycle 
motion-i.e. C7 may also be regarded us moving up one degree, since the same 
tone results as moving down a seventh. 

Cycles 3, 5 and 7 will be regarded as positive, since these cycles predominah' 
in strongly "tonal" progressions of triads. 

~: :::: : :
 
C? C7 C7 C3 C5 C5 

Cycles -3, -5 and -7 will be regarded as negative, since these cycles pre
dominate in triad progressions of "indefinite tonality"-i:e. not necessarily 
gravitating to important subsidiary "lructures of the tonic, such as domi
nant or sub-dominant of a major sr..de. 

~: :::::::~
 
008 C·? c·a c·a C·? C-Il C'1l C·3 

Triad progressions which fluctuall" between positive and negative cycles 
in such a manner as to obscure definili\'c harmonic motion will be known as 
oblique progressions-i.e. tonally indirect or evasive. Negative cycles usually 
predominate in this type of movemcn1. 

~ : : : : ~ : ; : : = : :
 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q N ~ ~ ~ 

Key modulation will reier to 1111' ; -rl1 t mir: f'stablishment of Ole same 11lodr 
on different pitch level. For "x \.. tile C major scale and its primary 
ch s might be transferred to til,' 11' Illdl 1,·,-1'1 t')f D: 

nl1..l\.l"lV.i."~U "'LJ"''''~~~'·'''''·_- -_.. 

1\ I £Id key (0 Ionl~n) i N_ hy (D Ionian) 

~ "0,,"1 mod,I.U,. ,. <om. pll,b I~.I,I: A:A"H~' : ~ : : ': : !~ ,,;,,~: :!: 
Although the term "mode" for all practical purposes simply means "scale", 

we will only apply the expression to those ecclesiastical modes which were used 
by Palestrina in the Missa Papae Marcelli-the Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, 
:Mixolydian, and Aeolian modes. 

, Ionian 
e II e it e 'Ii 

~ U

&Dorian e it (0) 
e II e " : 

u 

, Phrybian e Iii 

II e " 
e " e = 

~ Mixolydian If I 
e "e f 

e II e U 

~ A"II.. '0 " e 0 1-' 
it e U 

Thus, here is a categorical listing of the terms necessary to this analysis: 

TOllality.-Harmonic motion which gravitates toward the tonic chord and 

its primary subsidiaries. 
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Type I Harmony.-Chord roots and upper structures from the same scale. 
Type II H a.rmony.-Chord root!' {n'll a scale, upper structures not re

stricted to this same scale. 
Cycle.-The intervallic relationship bdw\'cn chord roots. 
Positive M otian.-Motion consisting primarily of positive cycles. 
Negative Motion.-Motion consisting primarily of negative cycles. 
Oblique Motion.-Motion of "indiTed' dl:lraclt-r which fluctuates between 

positive and negative cycles so as to obs<: •c primary tonal centrc~. 

Key 111odulation.-The complete hanr r 11 ir c,;tabl isbment of the same scale 
on different pitch level. 

Mode.-Any scale, but specificaUy 011" of the ecclesiastical modes (scales) 
used by Palestrina. 

iVlodal Modulation.-The complete IlarmQnic establishment of a new scale 
on same or different pitch level. Modal modulation may take place, of course, 
without harmony being present, but no SlIr!I situation occurs in this com
position. 

ANALYSIS OF THE Afisra Prtpae l11arcelli 

Like any composer, Palestrina was Ilblic;ed to draw heavily upon the 
compositional materials which wert' avail'! 1dp during bis lifetime. The tuning 
system of "equal-temperament" whicll I' 1"111 i Is frcc modulation to :lllY key 
level was unknown to him, and altholJ~h I"hromatic tones were employed as 
early as the fourteenth and fifteenth ccntltry." Palestrina made sparing use of 
them. 

He seemed to prefer the major triau f" the millor-this is evidenced by his 
preference for the Ionian (major) mod,. :llH! by structural alterations of 
dominant (and secondary dominanl) ciJ"r,b at the cadence. For example, 
the Ionian mode occupies about 200 bars of tIl{~ 290 bars in the Gloria and Credo 
-well over half the entire length of thc:.;p 1wo sections combined-and when 
cadencing in the Dorian, Mixolydian, or Acoli<U1 modes, the dominant is often 
changed from minor to major. It was in these cadential alterations that 
Palestrina made use of chromatics: 

a:s:=== 
Ex.2 Another altered Dominant - Gloria [Aeolian Mode] 

·ssoll<llla (1."11<1011. I"!' 1 1'. ~7. 

In one instance, the tonic chord itself (in DQrian) is changed from minur to 
major to produce a strong secondary dominant effect in returning to C major. 

J 

Ex.S

c, , I i 
fl Crtdo I I1 I 

'W I Itt Ii r 
I~ 615()1 1~~  49 _ 

fJ J "j~--1 IIJ 
U J " 

-. 

Occasional use was made of the lowered sixth degree in the Dorian mode, 
but this seems to be the only instance where chromatic alteration was used to 

change a major triad to minor. 

Ex.4 CrtdO-"El in Spirilum" 

These, then, were the essential materials available to Palestrina: 

(a) The ecclesiastical modes; 
(b) Knowledge of the four triads-major, minor, diminished and aug

mented. 
As if these sources of tonal art were not little enough, the composer limited 

himself even further. Not all of the melodic interval found in the modes were 
used, nor were all of the triads. Palestrina restricts his melodic VtTiting to the 
use of major and minor sec01tds, major and minor thirds, perfect fourths and 
fifths, minor sixths and the perfect octave. Only major and minor triads are 
llsed extensively; the diminished triad occuring solely at the cadence, and the 

augmented triad not being used at all. 
A more conservative beginning could hardly be imagined, yet the composer 

was able to mould these simple materials into a highly developed, artistic 

product. 
CYCLE TENDEKCIES 

To Palestrina the line was the thing-i.e. he seemed primarily concerned 
with the "singability" of each melodic part; yet, it could not be said that he 
was unaware of the vertical responsibilities of polyphony, since the harmonic 
motion resulting from melodic combinations formed patterns of movement 
which definitely contributed to the wave-like flow of the entire composition. 
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Analysis shows that C5 is the prcumninating harmonic feature of the 
Mal'celltts Mass. This hypothesis may 1w VC'rificd by close examination of 
cycle movement in the Credo, where it will hi' found that C occurs more than 

6 
any other cycle. A comparative chart \vi11 serve as illustration: 

Cycle Ratios of tlte Credo (r75 bars)
 

C5 occurs at I('ast CJ3 times
 
{ C-5" ,. 77 

C7 .. )
"{ C-7 .. :;6 

Ca " " ttl)
{ C-3" " I 

The Credo section is considered to be rr prr5entative in that it is the longest 
portion of the composition, and analysis of the other sections yields the same 
approximate cycle ratios. Here arc thn'(' tYric~Ll examples of C from the 
Credo. 6 

Ex.5
 
I'l I r I J.
 E...O "Crucifixus" 

,&I r rr, 
9 I;Q~ 

• • '19

CS r CS 
C5 

Ex.7"Et in Spirilum" 

Note that Palestrina prefers the al!i rd \" cll()rd (in Ex. 6) to the diatonic 
VII chord which might be expected in !'tlrc 'rixolydian mode. 

Many instances Occur where a 'Ii II II Ij<;!Ji'(1 triad is used to replace tll 
expected C6 at the cadence. But, CYell Ih()\I~h the actual cadcnce is C thl' 

71 
ear accepts the movement as substilutin~ for the dominant and thus produces
the effect of C5. 

...9 "EI In Spiritum" 

m
C6 C3 C7 CS' C3 C7 

Were all such cases considered I." II!' ( w!lidl is their aural effcct). the total 
number of these cycles would be illmo 1I1.lke!. 

'I 

It The plagal cadence'is also much in evidence: 

Ex.10 "Crucifixu!"- C,..do 

e;::r::c:c

c,s C-6 

Two other cadences worthy of mention are those formed by C-7 and Ca' 
Ihe latter occurs only once6 (as far as this analysis could detennine) in the entire 
Mass and is so unusual as to be questionable. Its effect is that of a deceptive 
! cadence into the ".relative major" (to use a modern term) and sets up a cross
relation between C sharp and C natural, a rare thing in this composition. The 
C-7 cadence occurs as a result of embellishing the IV chord. 

Ex.11 Credo Ex.12 Cndo J 
I'l I • J I 

r, I ff I 
4

'19~:t J ;J~~ J :' 
1&1 

Ilo~JJ.1ifj) ' 
ca I C-7 1 

These cadences should not be considered important to the over-all harmonic 
style of the !vIarcellus Mass since they probably result from special melodic 
treatment of the text (a separate study beyond the scope of this paper). Only 
one other example of cross-relation was found: 7 

Ex.13 "Crucifixus" 
The G natural occurs 
in a different voice 

{ from the G sharp.r:.>l~ ~ f It :
 
Palestrina's affinity for C5 is further seen in his use of secondary dominants 

(what to-day would be termed "V of V"). Chromatic alteration of the third 
emphasizes the dominant role of the chord: 

• This does not mean that Cs. as such, occurs only once in the composition; the statement refers 
to its cadenlial use. . 

7 Although the Eulenberg edition shows both C# and Glf. these accidentals are optional in the 
Goldschmidt and Roma-Fratclli Scalera editions. 

-


...., 



Next to cycle 5, cycle 7 is the mllst impnrtant harmonic factor in thi<. 
composition. Its affinity to C5 at the (:Hknc«' !l;J.S already been discussed and 
its frequent use may be noted by refcrrilg tn thl~ chart of cycle mtios. Cycle 7 
demonstrates its greatest usefulness, l'O\\'l'ver, in the way it contributes to 
oblique harmonic motion. This phCnOnWIlf1TI s('cms to be peculiar II I sixteenth
century counterpoint and is much in 1"'ir1C'f1cC in the Marcellus Mass. Fa 
example. C7 combined with its 11"gal I ,f(lrl1l ((-7) gives a combination 0 

upward and downward motion: 

~ :::~ ===: ~ :: :::
 
a a a a a ~ ~ ~ a a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

This type of movement is especially valuable when an evasive, indirect 
style is desired, and the effect of wZlvI'nng between positive and negative is 
useful in prolonging the sensation of continuous motion. Oblique movement 
is particularly necessary in the vocal, contrapuntal style, since the unchanging 
colour of human voices (even skillfully spaceJ) might tend to monotony without 
a reservoir of flowing, undulative rhythm suggested by shifting harmonic levels. 

Palestrina usually uses "fauxbounlun" (scalcwise movement of triads in 
1st inversion) to achieve oblique mol ion. 

Ex.15 Credo 

[iT 

18~ ~:b~ [fJ:r r'I j. 
~. #* 
~, 

r: 
fl I 

C·7 c·' C7 C-7 C'7 C-7 C7 

This device also serves to iUuslral(' t Ilat Palestrina was by no means indif
ferent to the older techniques, since" fal1x!lOurdon " \vas primarily a phenomf'non 
of the Late Middle Age period (ca. 13°11-1450).8 These oblique, "false bass" 
passages often ended with an open fifth ;'/ f he cadence, reminiscent of the old 
ninth century organum. The follow;ll,!! l!xample from the Gloria is in the 
Phrygian mode: 

Ex.16 
/I 

-tJ ~ 

IO~ 

.... ..~ ;, :=;; r· C 
C-] C7 C.7C·7 C'7F C7 

• Ilnrt'ard Dictionary of lHusic (CJlmhnd,J'. i.\ " 111171·T'·~5'1. 

......
 

The major seventh chord formed by suspension at the C7 cadence is particu

larly effective. 
Many similar examples of oblique, undulative motion may be found through

(Iut the Mass, and it cannot be emphasized too strongly that this technique is 
nne of the principal factors which contribute to the flowing Palestrinian style. 

Another important feature is the lack of strict metre. It is possible that 
rhyt1nnic errors occurred when transferring the old music without bar lines 
into modern notation, but probably the modern scores (if not over-edited) are 
reasonably accurate. The Eulenburg edition, upon which this analysis is 
based, indicates certain sections to be a combination of metres, alternating 
between ~ and ~ time. This, of course, helps free the music from any mono
tonous metrical pulsation which might otherwise occur. 

In addition, the tonic chord in harmonic cadences does not always coincide
 
with the strongest pulsation of the measure. This, too, contributes to the
 

ffect of indirect, wave-like motion.
 

c:::: ::::c6 C6 

Although triads are the principal structures throughout this work, seventh 

chords are occasionally formed by suspension between cycles. 

e~f~:t: 
Ex.21"Et in Spiritum" .j. 

:MODAL RELATIONSHIPS

•The interval of a perfect fifth was evidently highly significant to Palestrina 
as a symbol of consistency and unity. We have discllssed its prominence in 
harmonic motion between chord roots; it also seems to play an important role 



in the selection of modal centres. For ",:ample, if we outline the first tou 
tones which fall a perfect fifth above: ( " the followi ng order occurs: Contrast the above example with the following one. Observe the full 

cstablishment of the Mixolydian mode without return to a chord on C, and the 
use of the natural seventh degree in descending passages:t ~ 

Q := 
-C ~ D A E 

It is interesting to note that Palestrina may have considered the fifth 
nearest to C as the most closely related, and the one furthest from C as the lea.<:( 
likely target for modal modulation. ITis choice of modes for the Gloria anti 
Credo seems to bear out this hypoth(·si!'. ~illC(~ the Mixolydian mode occurs most 
frequently and the Phrygian mode rmh once. l\loclulations into the Mixolydian 
mode were not always "direct", in thalliif' mode might not be fully established 
before returning to Ionian. Neverth"Ie~s. these oblique. indirect gravitatiolb 
occurred so frequently that more tf1t.tl time was spent in Mixolydian than in 
any other mode besides Ionian, whit Ii predominated. A comparative chart 
illustrates the point: 

Modal Ratios of the GIqria rind Credo (290 bars) 
C Ionian = approximately 200 haT!' J) ,,·dominating. 
G Mixolydian = approximately z(j I n where mode is definitely established 

plus approximately 24 bars of "I-' ll\·i'~ltioll". 
D Dorian = approximately 38 bars' IIPr,· mode is definitely established plus 

approximately 4 bars of "gravi[;Hl:JIi",
 
A Aeolian = approximately 16 b;tr;,.
 
E Phrygian = approximately 5 h:trs,
 

Note that the above proportion,; ('I"JITt'sponc! with the order of fIfths pre
viously outlined-i.e. the fifth closes! til (' received the must emphasis. Ex
amination of the other sections of till Mols,; showed nothing to contradict thi, 
hypothesis. Lydian and Locnan mt)!k~ were not used-probably due to th, 
augmented fourth and dimini$ll~r1 rlfth 5n easily exposed in those scales. 

Here is an example of "gravif at I'm" Inward the Mixolydian mode. Notl 
that the modality, when heard in fllll OlTltcxt, never completely withdraw~ 
from C Ionian, but seems to vcntllrt~ It'nhtlvely into G Mixolydian. 

Ex.22 GloritJ 

Il i , 
r I 

,- ----r;, 
• I~ 

Ii) "" ~ 
71 

CJII~ F 
7-1 
~ .p. 

Similar examples of modal modulation occur in Dorian, Aeolian and 
Phrygian. The following example is in the Dorian mode: 

A more obvious use of the "fifth" relationship between modal centres is 
found in the second portion of the Credo (QuatltOr Voc£bus). Here we see 
extended gravitational motion with C Ionian as the final target. It is in
teresting to note that the order of modal centres passed through corresponds 
exactly to the previously discussed cycle of fifths. Palestrina lends impetus 
to the beginning by means of a typical "fauxbourdon" passage: 

~::': I~; ~ t ~! rr"c::r::a
 
!:! ~"~
;:;:r ~ e:t1~ rj~i 

C I .

Q!i #?rl~ :ij: :::::t
 



The circling rhythm which result - fl um lhi" broad modal now is not unlik 
the gliding of a bird-first hangll1g slL"pcndcc!, and then dropping by gent) 
degrees to a final point of rest. 

--
E "---- ~
 

"--- .Q
 
~ Q 

""""- £ 

The type of modal modulation just illustrated is termed "c....<tended gravita
tion" because-although each mode 1~ I'stablishcd by full cadence-the amount 
of time spent on each successive Tcsting point is quite short, the first gravita
tional movement into E Phrygian bcing shortest of all. Thus the over-all 
picture is gravitational movement towards thc final point of rest-i.e. Ionian C. 
Also, note the open fifth at the Doriall and Mixolydian cadence. 

Palestrina's preference for the "rlnmil1ant" relationship is again indicatrd 
here by his modal cadences. \\'i tilt II!' I'xccplion of Phrygian (see Ex. 16) he 
seldom uses the identical structure's I til<' pure mode (discussed in the intro
duction under the subject of "lonallty"), pvidently preferring the altered 
dominant effect. It would thus apJltar that he did not feel bound bv any 
strict mfJdal "system" as far as 1.:im,1~· and substitute structures were 
concerned. 

The modal changes in this compo... , ion arc by no means radical to modem 
ears. No more than one accidental (I xccpt for the occasional B~ and F# in 
Dorian) ever separates the various mlld;l! lcvels from (Ionian. The chosen 
modes are simply displacements of till' L scale with accidentals at the cadence.t Ionian Dorian 

" 0 ii" W ' "(g;;;oo,, (o) 
o II 0 0 r~" 0 

~ u u 

&Phrygian Lydil,n [not u~~dlk "A:4@e 0 " (0);
Oil ,,0" .. 0" 

Mixj'dian M 'oL_ Arah:ln (11\0 (.) 
__ 0 ., qf.le ~:=~~o ~,,~e~!t>'~ .. Oil ~II~ 

_ (a)Loerian [not used] 

Never does the composer go as far afidll 3.<;, say, from ( Ionian to E Mixo
lydian. l\-lost of the harmony is TYrl~ I (r!J.lllJoir:), except at the cadence where 
Type II is frequently used to cl11p)I:l'l i . Lhl' dominant effect. 

The fact that no other mode than ( Itmi"ll ('vcr occupies more than twelve 
consecutive measures of this Ma<;~ illl"c;llcs th(' essentially Ionian character 
of the entire work. There arc no "I··(y' 'llodulatirJlIS in the scnse of our original 
definition of the term. 

SUMMARY 

The harmonic tendencies of the Marcellus !vIass would seem tv be governed 

predominantly by the following factors: 

(a) The melodic line; 
(b) The interval of a fifth, as it shapes harmr'lic motion ((s) and ?nO 

relationships. 
. (c) Oblique cycle motion, contributing to a "wave-like" harmonic style. 

With Palestrina, the individual line had to have balanced melodic content. 
At the same time, it was necessary that the over-all effect of coinciding melodic 
parts be governed by unity of principle. This unity was provided through the 
ever-present interval of a fifth, which seemed to underlie almost every phase 
of the composer's thought. (s predominated in harmonic motion between 
roots, and the fifth outlined the structure of his chords: 

~!,j,. 
SIb - . 

The same interval appears to have governed Palestrina's choice of modes, 
and it was often used in its original (harmonic series), open form at the cadence. 

Free rhythmic treatment of individual melodic lines and oblique cycle 
movement combined with unrestricted metrical outline to produce an effect 
of Howing, undulative motion. The oblique alternation between positive and 
negative cycles gives the impression of harmonic freedom to to-day's ears, so 
accustomed to strict, definitive tonal progression. 

Graphic representation of such harmonic Huctuations might appear as: 

In other words, a constant expanding-contracting, rising-falling effect 
proceeding in smooth, undulatory motion to points of relaxation or rest. 

The essential features of the Palestrinian style may nOW be categorized as 
follows (all subdivisions of each subject heading are listed in order of impor

tance) : 

(I) Harmonic Stmctures 

(a) Major triad}"I' t . d .with type I harmony predominatmg (type 
(b) lY mor. na II at cadence). 
(c) Dimmished triad 
(d) Seventh chords by suspension. 



'

but progr s in dif 
oblique mot/:on whe 
remains on the sa 
fOllT h ty c f Prof 

EX.! ~ 
t~ , or 

Prog 

.\N aspect of contra 
~ature of progressi 
method of analysis 
to what is common] 

First of all, let 
movement in eithcl 
contrapuntal progr 
from one note to t1 

Four kinds of 
parallel m~tion wh~ 
the same llltcrval 
in strict coullterpo 
or sixths. . imilar 

a) ParlLll.1 

THE MUSIC REVIEW 

(2) Harmonic Motion 

(a) Cli (with C7 as substitute at cadence) giving positive (strongly ton 
movement; 

(b) C7 and C-7 (fauxbourdon) giving obl£que movement; 
(c) C-5 t cadence points, or with Cli in oblique motion; 
(d) C3 and C-3 less than any other cycles. 

(3) Modal Activity 
(a) Essentially C Ionian; 

(b) Frequent modal gravitation to closely ~lated Mixolydian, Doti 
Aeolian and Phrygian modes (none of these modes are restricted 
to "pure" form except Phrygian); 

(c) Altered dominants by use of the chromatics C:It, F:It, G:j;: at t 
cadence. 

(d) No key modulations in the sense of previous definition. 

Thus, modern techniques enable us to see more clearly many of the und _ 
lying factors which contribute to the individuality of this compositional s 
The knowledge of cycle relationships explains much about the wav 
character of the music, and gives a clearer concept of chord function at 
cadence. Pure modal cadences are easily found through the study of p . 
subsidiary chords, and the meaning of "mode" is broadened by the idea of 
"gravitation". Further enlightenment should result from the theory 
"positive and negative" motion, and "modal" modulation as opposed to "key" 
modulation. . 

A knowledge of these factors will probably speed the analysis of any work 
by Palestrina, and certainly of the Missa Papae Marcelli. Harmonic tendencies 
of this composition could not be thoroughly examined without including 
other ingredi nts which support and activate all the "vertical" combina '0 
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I t would surely seem that the }.!arccllus J1,1ass is an excell nt x rnple 
that hard-to-attain ompositional ideal, "just adaptation of indi idual I' 
to form a complete wh01 .". 
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